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June 1 to July 7, 2021 – KEY TAKEAWAYS

The NHL FUND recorded a return for the period +0.22%. Of the 35
matches completed during the month, the Fund traded only 10 games.
This was lower than expectations and resulted in the lowest turnover
for the Fund for the season.

Notwithstanding the difficulty we had in finding value in trades
(predominantly as both we and the market liked VGK and TBL in their
matches and they were both heavily over bet) the algorithm technology
performed strongly. The market has had a stellar year, reaching a SR of
72%+ for extended periods (compared with long term average of mid
50s.). The seasonal dynamics, with teams playing each other regularly
provided the market makers with an easier time to price matches. The
latter half of the play offs (and indeed “normal” seasons) saw teams
playing each other who had not seen each other for some time. This
suits our technology as it is player based and recency of match
outcomes are not as important. For the period the algorithm SR was
62.86%. If only we could have found more value!! This does however
augur well for next season where normal scheduling will resume.

For the period of this report, the return by the the benchmark indices
were DJIA, (-0.70%), NASDAQ100 (+5.70%) and HFRX Global Hedge
Fund Index (+0.10%). The NASDAQ100 continued its erratic run to
outperform the NHL Fund whilst, for the period, the other indices were
eclipsed by the NHL Fund.

We employed in-play trading during this period as a means to continue
to reduce volatility and exploit the significant liquidity that the markets
offer. We will be using this strategy even more frequently during the
next season.

The period in review
Given that there were only three games
played in July this season we have
combined the Fund’s performance for this
period with that of June. Subsequently the
period for the report is June 1 through to
July 7, 2021.

For the period of this report, we generated
a gross return of +0.22%. Year-to-date the
Fund has returned approximately +5.20%.
This equates to an annualized return of
circa 10%.*

Unsurprisingly, with only 35 games played
over the period of this report the Fund had
fewer trading opportunities and its lowest
turnover for the season.

All matches during this period were play off
fixtures. Whilst the outright predictive
capability of the algorithm technology came
to the fore during this period, finding value
was hard as VGK and TBL were over-bet by
the market in their matches. We liked
either TBL or VGK in 20 matches for the
period – most times the market liked them
more. With VGK getting knocked out by
MTL it may have worked in our favour not
to be trading them!!

* The final return for the Fund will be confirmed through the reconciliation & auditing process.
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The period in review
The Stanley Cup Playoffs stretched into early July this year but
unfortunately (thanks HABs) only lasted a week. Subsequently in
this report we have included the first week of July.

For the period June 1 to July 7, 2021, we have generated a gross
return of +0.22%. As explained herein, the lowish profitability of
the Fund for the month was in part a function of fewer trading
opportunities and in turn lower trading turnover.

Additionally, given the unique game dynamics of play off matches
we chose to incorporate in-play trading to overcome these
dynamics, to both mitigate losses and lock in profits where
possible. In-play trading will form a strong part of the next Fund
(see later) so this period provided a good testing ground.

In terms of the matches traded, the best result for the period was
TBL beating CAR 6-4 on June 5th. In terms of the worst result for
the period it was MTL winning game 4 in the Stanley Cup Final
series. TBL was strongly fancied by the model and had a
significant edge (finally!)…alas the one time the puzzle looked
complete we were on the wrong side of a trade.

As mentioned previously we incorporated in-play trading where
appropriate over the course of this period. The potential benefits
of this were on display in the TBL v CAR match on June 3rd. Our
initial stake on TBL equated to a 0.75% stake. TBL lost the match
in OT, but rather than dust the full 0.75% we were able to reduce
our liability in-play, eventually only dusting the equivalent of
0.10%. Whilst the volatility of the Fund has been low in Season 1
of the Fund, in-play trading will ensure that it is reduced even
further moving forward.

From the trading desk
For the month of June there was only 32 games played, all part of
the play offs. As mentioned above July had the final three games
of the season. Subsequently for the period of this report there
were only 35 events to possibly trade.

The advantage of the technology that underpins the investment
Fund was brought to the fore during this period. As has been
reported previously the market had performed very strongly
earlier in the season, making it very difficult for the Fund to trade
profitably. Our thesis for this strong market performance was the
scheduling of the season where sides played each other at regular
intervals. The market had recent results and data to price
matches this season – something it does not have under normal
season conditions (and looking at the scheduling it won’t in 2021-
22).

The latter stages of the play offs pitted sides against each other
who had not met over the course of the season. The market
struggled with these matches with a strike rate (SR) of 54.29% -
akin to its long-term average.

The algorithm technology, which is based upon individual player
ratings, had a SR of 62.86% during the period of this report. This
augurs well for the Fund next season where individual player
ratings will be more important than recency of match ups.

…but alas, the SR is not the only part of the puzzle.

Finding value is the next step to the trading equation.
Unfortunately, less than 30% of matches showed pre-match value
and hence were trading opportunities for the Fund. Subsequently
the turnover for the Fund was greatly reduced for the period of
this report.

What’s next?
Reconciliation of all trades
With almost 1000 games played this season the next step for the
Fund is the reconciliation of all trades. The Fund operates on
North American time, hence the primary task for this period is
ensuring that all results are included in the month in which the
matches were played. With counterparties reporting in both
European time and AEST we need to ensure that all trades are
correctly recorded net of any transaction costs. From experience
with our other funds, this process will not dramatically change the
overall performance of the Fund from open to close, but it may
see some monthly returns adjusted. This process should be
completed by the first week of August.

At this point in time a final summary report for the Fund will be
distributed along with individual investor portfolio statements.

Season 2021-22
The next season will soon be upon us. We will be operating
another Fund for the upcoming season. Whilst the overall return
for the Fund was marginally short of what we would have hoped,
the learnings gained over the past few months, particularly as
they relate to market performance (and how to combat it during
periods of strength) and the development of our API and trading
technology, augurs well for the Fund moving forward.

Importantly, over the course of the season we have noted that
the depth of markets can readily accommodate a Fund
exponentially larger than the one this season. A larger Fund will
bring additional benefits pertaining to our counterparties, most
notably preferential execution and a reduction in trading costs.

More information regarding the next Fund will be available soon
to those interested.
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